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Microfarming for Profit is a step-by-step entrepreneur’s business guide on how to turn unused 
or under-used land into an efficient, high-yielding, and profitable microfarm by growing only 
high-value crops and animals. DeWitt profiles the best growing choices, describes his own 
microfarms and profiles others, teaches how to sell what’s produced, and specifies value-added, 
storable products that can quickly increase the farmer’s bottom line.

Far from a one-size-fits-all approach, Microfarming for Profit is full of  savvy advice about what 
will and will not work for particular regions, people, and lifestyles. In a down-to-earth and 
conversational style, DeWitt entertains as well as informs, introducing readers to several real-
life successful microfarmers and offering personal anecdotes of  his own along the way. From 
peppers to honey, oysters to oyster mushrooms, ginseng to garlic, this guide will take you 
straight from garden to glory—on five acres or less.
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Dave DeWitt
Dave DeWitt is the author of  over fifty books, mostly on chile 
peppers and fiery foods, but also including novels, food histories, 
and a travel guide. Dave is an associate professor in the College of  
Agriculture, Consumer and Environmental Sciences at New Mex-
ico State University, and co-producer of  the National Fiery Foods 
& Barbecue Show, now in its twenty-sixth year. Dave lives with his 
wife, Mary Jane Wilan, in the South Valley of  Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, with two Dobermans, two Cornish Rex cats, his garden, 
and his greenhouse.

For more about Dave, visit dave-dewitt.com.

"This useful, entertaining guide gives prospective microfarmers the dirt on realistic essentials 
for turning a garden into a money–making enterprise…The author advises on such basics as 
business plans and sales techniques; profiles a range of  actual working microfarms, from flow-
ers to killer bees; and relates hilarious stories from his own microfarming."
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“DeWitt brings a lifetime of  experience to this new guide for those interested in taking their 
hobby garden to a new level…[he] writes with authority and practicality, making this book an 
excellent resource for the novice microfarmer.”
—DESERET NEWS

“…delightful…fun to read…a good starting point, and provides valuable information for farm-
ing on a very small scale.”
—Laura Wheeler, MICROFARM LIFE

“Microfarming for Profit excels in lively discussions, concrete examples, and first-person sto-
ries of  how the author (and others) has turned farming business challenges into successes. No 
generalities or theory here: this is all applied wisdom - which is why it works so well! Readers 
who want to turn their few acres into a profitable business venture would do well to turn to 
Microfarming as the first approach to turning an idea into reality.”
—CALIFORNIA BOOKWATCH

Praise for Microfarming for Profit

http://www.dave-dewitt.com/
http://www.publishersweekly.com/978-1-937226-38-1


Torrey House Press is an independent nonprofit publisher promoting en-
vironmental conservation through literature. We believe that culture is 
changed through conversation and that lively, contemporary literature is 
the cutting edge of  social change. We strive to identify exceptional writers, 
nurture their work, and engage the widest possible audience; to publish di-
verse voices with transformative stories that illuminate important facets of  
our ever-changing planet; to develop literary resources for the conservation 
movement, educating and entertaining readers, inspiring action.
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Heritage Radio’s Eat Your Words: http://ow.ly/Jxz2F

Conversations with Dave

BYU Radio, Top of  Mind with Julie Rose: http://bit.ly/1Hh0VVJ

Utah Public Radio: http://bit.ly/1PUvimc

http://torreyhouse.com/
http://www.heritageradionetwork.org/episodes/7678-Eat-Your-Words-Episodes-221-Microfarming-for-Profit
http://bit.ly/1N2Rwgx
http://www.byuradio.org/episode/888c4918-df3f-4388-839a-7c579673b669?playhead=4686&autoplay=true
http://bit.ly/1PUvimc

